Large-scale computing platforms have always dealt with unreliability coming from many sources. In contrast applications for large-scale systems have generally assumed a fairly simplistic failure model: The computer is a reliable digital machine, with consistent execution time and infrequent failures that can be handled by occasionally storing a checkpoint of application state and restarting from that saved state if the system fails.
Many computing experts, and several key technology trends indicate that the current simplistic application view of a high-end system is no longer feasible. Instead, algorithms and application developers must adopt more complex models for system reliability and adapt algorithms and implementation to be more resilient in the presence of failures and increased failure detection and correction.
In this talk we present motivation for moving away from a checkpoint-restart-only model and discuss several new models for resilience, including latency tolerance, local recovery from local failure and selective reliability. We also discuss strategies for designing new algorithms and applications, and some of the required system and programming environment features. 
